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Chaotic Response of Integral Pulse Frequency Modulation
and Consideration on the Auditory System
Takahide Matsuoka and Tokihiro Sano
Dept. of Electrical and Electronic Engineering, Utsunomiya University,

Utsunomiva 321 -85 85. JAPAN

Abstract: It is known that primary auditory nerves perfurm
integral pulse frequency modulation (abbreviation IPFM)
with refractory period (RP). IYe have been investigating the
phenomena occurring by the IPFM system with absolute
refractory period (ARP) for an input periodic signal. Llte
have investigated the phenomena occuruing when output
stepfunction of the IPFM system with ARP is replaced with
the continuous output function based on physiological
knowledge. It has been found that the system generates
chaotic response and the information of the period of an
input periodic signal can be taken out from the chaotic
response.

RESULTS

An example of input signal and output pulses from the
IPFM system with ARP and continuous output function is
shown in Figure l. Return map of the output pulses is
made (shown in Figure 2). The return map is not a closed
curve, i.e. output pulses are chaotic. The autocorreleogram
of the output pulses is made (shown in Figure 3). The

interspike-interval histogram.of.the. autocorreleogram.is

made. The period of input signal has been extracted by
autocorrelation function of the interspike-interval
histogram.

INTRODUCTION

ilput,
slgnal

It is known that primary auditory nerves in the auditory
system perform IPFM with refractory period. We have
been investigating what phenomena occur by the IPFM
system with ARP. When output step function of the system
is replaced with the continuous output function based on
physiological knowledge, the system generates chaotic

output
purses

Figure 1: An example of output pulses from

the

system with ARP and continuous output function

response for a periodic signal input. The period of the input

signal has been extracted from the chaotic pulses by

autocorrelation function

of the

interspike-interval

histogram.

METHODS
We have investigated properties of IPFM with ARP and
found several characteristics. One of them is k for m
synchronous phenomenon (the periodic pulse train of k
pulses for m periods of a sinusoidal wave input occurs)[].

In above research, output function {output(y)} is

outDuilyl=<
'

[l (a pulse occurs) for y > y
L0 (no pulse

occurs)

for

y : output value of integrator of input

@n

y>y>0

signal;

Figure 2: Return map of the phases of pulses from the
IPFM system with ARP and continuous output function

7: threshold.
The output function of an actual neuron is a continuous
function. We have investigated phases of output pulses by
using return map when replacing output step function (of
the IPFM system with ARP) with continuous output
function.

0n: the phase of the n-th pulse
0na1 : the phase of the (n+ I )th pulse
input signal
s

:

ignal (t) = 65000 sin (2n f t) + 70000

,

InDutlt | =

signal(t) for signal(t)
l0
otherwise
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Refractory Period," IEICE Japan, yol. i72-D-II, no. 6,

l2lT.Sano and T. Matsuoka, "Chaotic

with

153, 2000 (in Japanese).
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Figure 3: An autocorreleogftrm of output chaotic pulses
CONCLUSIONS
Step function is usually used as output function of neural
system. When output step function of the IPFM system
with ARP was replaced with continuous function, chaotic
based on the results

response

of IPFM

absolute refractory period," in MBE
Technical Committee Paper, IEICE Japan, MBE 99-

system

Time [msec]

response has occurred. On the other hand,
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it is considered

of psychological experiments that the

auditory system has function making autocorreleogram.
We make autocorreleogram of chaotic pulses from the
IPFM system with ARP and continuous output function and
make it's interspike-interval histogram. It has been found
that the period of input periodic signal has been extracted
from the chaotic pulses by autocorrelation function of the
interspike-interval histogram [2].
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